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U‘edewloped an eficien[ Monte Carlo Simulaied,4 nnealing (MCS,4 ) program ,ji)r modeling
pr(~[(~irt
l(~(]p,v
~{itlllligh, vp(~ed,Thc~([)(alc(~nfi>rmati[~na
lent>rg?sin~>a(,l~s[k~p
(?f,WCS.4simttlat i()n
con.sist,v oft~t’o parts. [he nonborrded atomic imcraction reprcwnted bj~ a simple .sofi-.sphere
pc~i['ntial andtht] l~arl~l()ni~d
istancec (jnstrain[ (a t~n.sltreiht~.rmootll”c<mrrectionof the loop
.vegm(~n[loth[~rt~.~tqfth~~pr[)[ein .v:rl~c[llrc.The.v<!fi-spherc~p(~{t>n[ial\t,a.ra .vimpl~fied p{]tt~n[ial
that hu.<been .succemjid[?’used b~ the authors in modeling lhe carboh~’dratc part ofglycopro[ein
.s!suenl.s~H. Zhang, l’. Yang, L, Lai, and Y. Tang (1996), Carbohydrate Research, k’ol. 284.
pp. 2>- .{4], II (ml~ considcvx the purely repul.~ive,steric interactions [o avoid arti~cial a[(ractive
jivws he{\~een uioms in [he absence (?fsolvent molecules. The .V-termina[ of the loop wgment
NUTconrm ted [o [he bulk protein part, and [uw dumm~’ main-chain atoms ,V and Ca immedia[el~’Iollcming [he C-terminal of
the loop segrnen[ ~t’ereconstrained to their real positions in the
pro[cin .s[nw[urc, uhich not onl)’ assures [he correct geometr~ of loop-protein connec[iott bl(t
UIS() iv more rigorous than the previous work. To improve the speed, t WFV)
vtra(egie.r. the local
re,qi{m tmvhod and grid-mapping method, were devised 10 accelerate the computation ofenvironmemul itr[eraction that is responsible for the maJ”orpart of the complt[itrg consumption.
The grid-mapping method can reduce computa[iorral ~ime drama[icallj’. C<wtji)rma[i(ms ~iilh
ralionai .stericpacking and smooth connection to lhe rest of the protein .str~tcttiretiwrcgenerated
b? (he i!(”S.4 program, and then were reJined by the empirical fi)rct’,field CH.4RMm ~B. R.
Brook, R E. Braccoleri, B. D. Olafson, D, J. S[ates, S. S\iaminathan, and W. Karplus ( 1983),
Journal of Computational Chemistry. I’ol. 4, pp. 187-217]. Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) UU,Yttsed a.s an e.rample to te.~tthe ability of loop tnodeling of
the method, and.fi ve
loops in BPTI n’ere calculated. Corrji)rmations close [o [he cr>).~tals(ruct iwe were genera[ed,li~r
all i?(”them li ‘ith [he criteria of C?I,4R.kfm energ~, near- natiite confi]rrnation ~(an be .seletted.
.[iw cwmple, ihc backbone rms dei’iation 0.93 ~ from the cr~’stal structure was gotten ,fbr [he
Ionges[ 9-residue hwp. @ 1997 John Wiley& Sons, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Protein loop modeling is important in protein
structural biology for its wide applications. For example, during protein structure prediction, once
the core structure is determined from homologous
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proteins, the surface loop regions, which in most
cases are not conserved and includes gaps and
chain reversals, need to be modeled afterward.
Similarly, in an nmr spectroscopy experiment, due
to various reasons, sometimes we may not have
enough distance constraints to define all the struc-
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ture segments, and part of them have to be generated from other known atomic positions. Another
challenge comes from antibody engineering where
people expect to alter the nature of the combining
site of antibody and its concomitant binding and
specificity by experimental mutagenesis on the hypervanable loops.’ The common point in all the
above cases demands that a flexible peptide chain
be anchored into a known fixed framework with a
proper orientation relative to the bulk protein environment.
Present strategies of loop search can be divided
into two main categories 23: knowledge-based approach and ab initio approach. Sometimes, the two
are mixed in one program.4
Knowledge-Based

Approach

In knowledge-based approach, a conformation
found in the loop of equivalent length in the homologous protein, or if unavailable, in another
protein, is chosen to be the candidate conformation based on the criteria of anchor deviation, sequence homology, and steric contacts, etc.5s Alternative ways generate the candidate conformations not directly from the protein structure data
base, but from the special regulation extracted
from the structure data base. The approach developed by Moult et al.’ involves the selection of a representative set of@, ~, and x values for each residue
from the distributions of these angles in refined
protein structures, and generating a series of loop
fragments by various combinations of these dihedral angles. Those fragments that come close to satisfying the closure requirements are then refined by
energy minimization in the presence of the rest of
the protein structure. Recently, Sudarsanam et al.8
created from the Protein Data Bank ( PDB ) a data
base of a list of allowed 0,+, and ~, angles with
which they can construct the protein loops. A special method for modeling complementary determining regions (CDRS) of antibody, the Key residue method, 9 showed that there is a small repertoire of main-chain conformations for at least five
of the six hypervariable regions of antibodies, and
that the particular conformation adopted is determined by a few key conserved residues. Reczko et
al.’{)used an artificial neural network trained on a
large set of loops from the PDB to predict the most
variable antibody hypervariable loop, CDR-H 3,
with a reasonable success.
Powerful as the knowledge-based method is, it
cannot provide reliable results when lacking homologous fragment or the key residues. Moreover,

some of the methods are specific for a narrow range
of loops, e.g., those of antibodies, and are hard to
be applied in generic situations.
Ab Initio Approach
In the ab initio approach, a structure data base is
not necessary. Candidate conformations can be
created from special algorithms, including Go–
Scheraga, 11-1~ TWEAK, lb bond scaling, 1718and
Monte Carlo. 19-24Go and Scheraga proposed a
method for exactly closed rings in molecules with
fixed bond lengths and bond angles. 11 Loops in
proteins are special cases of rings in which the two
ends of a loop do not coincide. In a ring with n
rotatable bonds, there are only n – 6 independent
ones. The values of the six dependent variables are
determined by the conditions of ring closure. Bruccoleri and Karplus 1‘1J modified the Go-Scheraga
method by allowing bond-angle bending when the
equations did not have a solution. In treating loops
longer than three residues, they carried out
searches over additional dihedral angles. Their
flexible-geometry method has been incorporated
into the program CONGEN,’ ~which was designed
to execute loop searches in homology-modeling
applications. Dudek and Scheraga 14 and Palmer
and Scheraga 15developed alternative formulations
of the equations, involving efficient representation
of hydration free energy, a local minimization procedure with respect to subsets of degrees of freedom, and taking into account differences in the
backbone geometry of various amino acids. With
these methods, they improved computational
efficiency, and demonstrated
that bond-angle
bending is not necessary for chain segments five
residues or longer in length. Another approach to
loop searches, the TWEAK method developed by
Shenkin et al., 1’is earned out by setting each dihedral angle on the main chain of the variable fragment to a random value, then using an iterated linearized Lagrange multiplier technique to enforce
the geometric constraints with minimal conforrnational perturbation. The random tweak method
can avoid the exponential increase in computing
time with loop size, which is inherent in systematic
searches.
Generally, the above ab initio methods, 11-16in
the first step, generate backbone conformations
subject to the imposed distance constraints, followed by a step of screening or minimization to remove those having bad stenc contacts and high potential energy within the loop segment or between
the loop segment and the environment; then comes
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the last step of side-chain generation. Their weaknesses are as follows: they have difficulty covering
the large confirmational space of middle size and
long loops ( >5 ). they have a low acceptation ratio
in the second step of screening as to reject most of
the conformations generated time-consumingly in
the first step. and have to model side chains separately that may introduce extra errors to the modeling.
Improved methods consider both the constrained effects of loop terminals and the interaction of the loop with protein environment simultaneously. with side chains generated along with the
backbone in the process of simulation. Therefore,
the calculations could be accelerated from the outset of the confirmational
search procedure. The
bond-scaling relaxation method’ 7‘8 used by Zheng
et al. randomly generated a number of conformations and subsequently scaled them to meet the distance constraints. The random configuration is
minimized in the presence of bulk protein environment with the equilibrium bond lengths gradually
restored during the minimization. The procedure
is efficient in calculation. Monte Carlo “importance sampling” has been widely used in the computational procedure for determining the minimum energy conformation of protein molecules,
which has been widely assumed to require an exponential amount of time with respect to the protein
size. i.e.. a NP-hard problem.z$ Carlacci and
Englander 1‘used a Monte Carlo algorithm to generate conformations for local segments in bovine
pancreatic trypsine inhibitor ( BPTI ). In their approach. the computed loop segment started from
a random conformation and was allowed to move
while the rest of the protein remained fixed.
Dummy residues identical in type and conformation with the residues on the fixed part of the protein immediately adjacent to the first and last residues of the segment were added to the ends of the
segment. The total energy of the sampled conformations is the confirmational energy of the loop
segment in a local region plus a polypeptide chain
continuity constraint represented by a harmonic
overlapping energy of the dummy residues with the
matching residues in the protein. The best conformation was chosen on the basis of the lowest total
energy and was refined further. The Monte Carlo
simulations of Higo and co-workersz(l-z~ started
of the loop with
from an extended conformation
one terminal connected to the fixed bulk protein,
then closed the loop by applying an harmonic potential to the four backbone atoms of the last residue of the loop to match the relative positions in
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experimental structure. Another important energy
optimizing protocol, molecular dynamics, was also
used in searching the confirmational space of the
protein loop2’~7 or cyclic peptide, 2’”whose ability
to reconstruct protein loops, however, still needs to
be explored.
Monte Carlo method has been developed to be
a mature and general algorithm in combinatorial
optimization problems. There is a large variety of
versions present for us to select. Another advantage
of the Monte Carlo method is that it can efficiently
search the confirmational space and can almost always find low energy conformations (although
probably not the lowest energy conformation ),
while the bond-scaling relaxation method sometimes cannot overcome local energy barriers during the minimization and fail to relax. ]xThe Monte
Carlo method can also easily be extended from single loop modeling to multiple loops modeling, as
illustrated in the work of Higo and co-workers.2”z 1
What they did was to add an extra term in the energy function representing interactions between
multiple loops, then near-native conformations
could be generated and selected by energy criteria.
With the bond-scaling relaxation method, Rosenbach and Rosenfeld 29used a simultaneous closure
procedure to model two loops in a protein together.
They first calculated a small number of putative
starting conformations for the first loop, followed
by simultaneous closure of each of these with 100
random starting conformations for the second
loop. It was demonstrated that conformations close
to the crystal structure could be generated for both
loops, but there was no proper criteria to choose
them, so it remains a problem as to whether this
method could be extended to the case of more than
two loops.
The main drawback of the Monte Carlo method
in modeling protein loops and other macromolecule systems is its low efficiency. Most work
adopted various improved versions of Monte Carlo
algorithm to do the simulation of protein loop,
such as the simulated annealing method used by
Carlacci and Englander, 19which has drawn much
attention in the field of global optimization and
was used, for example, to solve the traveling salesman problem 30-one of the best-known NP-complete problems. Simulated annealing relies on a
Monte Carlo procedure but, instead of being carried out at constant temperature, the simulation
starts from a high temperature at which the system
can overcome energy barriers and explore the configuration space widely. The temperature is slowly
decreased, then it becomes increasingly difficult to
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cross energy barriers. Fhally, it is hoped that the
system is trapped in its ground state. This method
takes its name from analogy with the metallurgical
process of annealing. Ifa crystal solid is melted and
then cooled too quickly (quenched ), usually a disordered structure trapped in a local minimum results. If the system is annealed, i.e., brought to
higher temperature and then slowly cooled, the
crystalline ground state can be obtained. Higo and
co-workers 2{)-zzdeveloped an extended simulated
annealing process by combining simulated annealing with the scaled collective variables method of
Noguti and Go,31 which can model the protein
loops with a higher efficiency. Given the knowledge
of the energy or statistical properties of confirmational subspaces ( e.g., 1#-#zones or side-chain torsion angles ), the biased probabilityy Monte Carlo
( BPMC ) procedure designed by Borchert and coworkers2~~~ randomly selects the subspace, then
takes a step to a new random position independent
of the previous position, but according to the predefine continuous probabilityy distribution. The
random step is followed by a local minimization in
torsion angle space. The BPMC runs displayed a
much better convergence properties than the nonbiased simulations. Another method used by Vasmatzis et al.24 can generate small, eight-backbone
atom, local moves in Cartesian coordinates within
geometric constraints, and then are efficient to be
used in adaptable Monte Carlo procedures.
Although different algorithms were tested, the
limit of computer power remains the main prohibitive factor for the Monte Carlo method to model
long loops or multiple loops, because large confirmational space need to be explored. In some cases,
for example, when modeling CDRS in antibodies,
it is better to consider six loops simultaneously if a
more precise and reasonable result is expected.
Most of the present Monte Carlo methods became
time-consuming even when treating middle-sized
loops (around 7 residues) on supercomputers 19
and parallel computers, 2“ZZlet alone longer ones.
Therefore, algorithms with higher speed and efficiency will be helpful and necessary for treating
long loops and multiple loops. As is well known,
generally the limiting factor in a Monte Carlo calculation is the evaluation of potential energy. In
loop modeling, people have to calculate both the
intraaction within the loop segment and the interaction between the loop segment and the bulk
protein environment in computationally acceptable time. Therefore, the key point in our approach
is to introduce a potential in Monte Carlo algorithm, which should be effective enough in gener-

ating “correct” conformations on the one hand,
and be simple in form suitable for fast computing
on the other. In the following sections, we will describe how a simplified soft-sphere potential combined with a grid-mapping method has been successfully used to satisfy the dual purposes.
After generating a number of candidate conformations, the next problem is how to select nearnative conformations from other putative conformations. The empirical energy is the criteria most
often adopted, but generally it was considered dissatisfying. In this work, we also want to test if the
empirical energy can work successfully in our
method.

METHODS
Energy Function
In our MCSA simulation, the total confirmational energy consistsof two parts the nonbonded atomic interaction represented by the soft-sphere petential and the harmonic distance constraint to ensure the smooth connection of the loop segment to the rest of the protein
structure.

Both experimental and theoSoji-Sphere
Potential.
retic work show that proper steric packing is the necessity
of correct protein fold. Early calculations employing
only the hard-sphere potential in which there is no attractive term and only an infinite repulsion when two
atoms approach each other within a distance less than or
equal to the sum of their van der Waals radii have been
able to provide very useful, although approximate, insights into the structure of the oligopeptide chain.3~ Here
we designed a so-called soft-sphere potential, as shown in
Eq. ( 1 ), to calculate the nonbonded interaction between
the nonbonded atomic pairs, which only evaluates the
steric interaction by considering the van der Waals volume of atoms. We have successfully used the same potential in modeling the carbohydrate part of glycoproteins under the full bulk protein environment.3q

E,=

k,(d; – d2), do>

d
(1)

{ o,

do-cd

where E,, d, dO, and k, represent, respectively, the softsphere interaction energy between two atoms. the distance between them, the standard van der Waalsdistance
between them that is equal to the sum of the standard
van der Waals radii of atoms, 35and the force constant
that could be properly set by users. There is no special

amendment considered to compensate the lack of hydrogen atoms in the simulation. The interactions for sequential atoms, i.e., i-2 and 1-3 interactions, were omit-
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FIGLJRE 1 Schematic drawing, comparing the hardsphere and soft-sphere potentials. The potential energy
L‘is plotted as a function of the interatomic distance.

ted, and there is no difference in treating the interactions
between I-4 and I-5 or the longer ones. This type of
potential will neglect the interaction between atoms
when their van der Waals volumes do not overlap. Clash
is allowed. but the closer the atomic pair is. the more
repulsive the interaction. It is displayed in Figure I that
in contrast to the hard-sphere model with absolute exclusion. the soft-sphere model is “soft” and therefore can
easily be used by the confirmational searching methods,
such as Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics, to scan a
large confirmational space.
This potential omitted the attractive term and static
electric term to avoid artificial attractive forces between
the atoms that could, in the absence of solvent molecules. lead to a biasing of conformations toward those
that have internal van der Waals type attractions, i.e.,
conformations that show artificially high internal interactions.4 The simple soft-sphere potential could be
computed much faster than the complex 6– 12 Lennard–
Jones potential function. which is most often used in empirical force fields to represent the van der Waals interaction between nonbonded atomic pairs.
Terminal Constraint.
Apart from the nonbonded
soft-sphere interaction. a harmonic distance constraint
was used to ensure the smooth connection of the flexible
loop segment to the rest of the protein structure fixed in
their known structure during the simulation. The importance of anchorage in determining a strained protein
loop conformation has been demonstrated by the experimental work of Hodel et al.3ti In the Mdeling work
of Higo and his co-workers.~’)-:zthey first moved the
N-terminal residue of the peptide segment to their reference position in the x-ray structure by appropriate
translations and rotations, then constrained the mainchain atoms of the last residue of the segment to the same
atoms in the x-ray structure. This measure is thought to
be not very strict. as one cannot be sure that the terminal
residues of any loop segment will be in the same position
as the crystal structure before starting the modeling. Actually, their simulation of. for example, a 7-residue loop,
only corresponds to the simulation of a 5-residue loop
in other articles. Thus, the prediction accuracy in their
papers may be overestimated when compared with other
works. Carlacci and Englander’9 added two dummy res-
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idues to the two ends of the loop segment identical in
type and conformation with the residues in the fixed part
of the protein immediately adjacent to the first and last
residues of the segment. then constrained them to their
real positions in x-ray structure. This method was first
proposed by Chou et al?’ Although it is more reasonable
than what Higo et al. did, we note that a neglect remains.
Assuming a dummy residue with known conformation
to the crystal structure was added to the C-terminal of
the loop segment illustrated in Figure 2, one has to assign
a definite @angle for the residue; otherwise. there will be
infinite number of possible connected conformations for
the dummy residue, as shown in Figure 2. But if one sets
the angle according to its value in the crystal structure,
one takes for granted that the position of the carbonyl
carbon atom of the last residue of the loop segment is
already known. which is the only way the @angle could
be determined. This is not strict because we should ensure that we have no prior knowledge of the detailed positions of loop atoms at the beginning of an ab initio procedure. Alternatively. one can add a rotation freedom to
the algorithm letting tbe @angle in Figure 2 variable in
the simulation, but an extra computational effort will be
brought in.
From Figure 2, we can see that the key to ensure the
smooth connection of two residues is to keep the atoms
N and Ca of one residue in the same [ran.~peptide plane
with the atoms Ca, C. and O of its preceding residue, i.e.,
tbe u angle should be 18W or OO.From this geometric
relation, the coordinates of the N and Ca atoms ofa residue can be calculated from its preceding one given the
parameters of the standard bond length and bond angle.s~ Based on this, we presented a more strict procedure
to anchor the loop segment to its neighbor residues. First,
two dummy atoms N and Ca were generated following
the fixed pan residue that is right adjacent to the N-terminal of the loop segment. Next, a stretched psptide was
generated by CHARMm as the loop segment. Then, the
peptide was translated and rotated to have the two atoms
N and Ca of its N-terminal residue overlap with the
dummy atoms. i.e., to be anchored to the fixed part of
protein. Finally, another two dummy atoms N and Ca
were generated to connect to the last residue of the loop
peptide to work as a constrained target in the Monte
Carlo simulation. The constrained energy was represented by a harmonic overlapping function of the latter
two dummy atoms from their reference positions in the
crystal structure:
E, =k, {[r(N)

–r(,(N)]2+

[r(CA)–rO(CA)]2}

(2)

where r( X ) and rO(X ) are the position vectors of a
dummy atom X and its reference atom in the crystal
structure: h’,is the force coefficient.
Total Energy. The total confirmational
energy was
the sum of the nonbonded saft-sphere energy and the
constrained energy for loop closure. No bonding energy
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terms (bond-stretch, bond angle bending, torsion angle
rotating, etc.) were considered.
E= E,+EC

(3)

The soft-sphere energy was calculated for all nonbonded
atomic pairs both within the flexible loop segment and
between the loop segment and the bulk protein. The two
environmental atoms N and Ca that are immediately
next to the C-terminal of the loop segment were not involved in the computing of the nonbonded interaction
with the loop segment. Because the bulk protein part was
fixed during the simulation, the nonbonded interactions
within them should be constant and therefore were not
calculated.

Methods to Accelerate the Calculation of
Environmental Interactions
The number of nonbonded atomic pairs within a loop
segment is generally quite smaller than the number of
those between loop segment and its environment, so the
key factor responsible for the speed of the algorithm will
be the calculation of the environmental interaction. We
take a 5-residue loop in BPT1, as an example, which typically consists of 40 atoms. After randomly rotating a torsion angle, to evaluate the energy variation we need to
recalculate less than 40 nonbonded interactions within
the loop segment for each rotated loop atom. Comparatively, the calculation of the environmental interaction
are rather time-consuming, as there are412 atoms out of
the totally 454 atoms in BPTI taken as the environmental atoms for the 5-residue loop (412 = 454-40-2, two
atoms N and Ca immediately next to the C-terminal of
the loop were not involved in the computing), i.e., 412
nonbonded environmental interactions need to be recalculated for each rotated atom if no proper accelerating
method is introduced.
Local Region Method. Distance cutoff was often used
in the empirical force field calculations to lighten the
computing burdens, as in the work of Higo et al.20-zzCar-

;
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o

FIGURE 2 The method of adding dummy residue
and dummy atoms. Inside of the square box is the loop
segment (as an example, only one residue was demonstrated ); the dashed line conformation represents an
alternative conformation
possibly adopted by the
dummy residue with a different@ angle.

lacci et al. used an ellipsoid to define a local region; the
residues of the bulk protein enclosed in the ellipsoid were
involved in the computing of nonbonded interaction.’y
At the beginning of our work, we similarly tried the local
region method by designing a special el}ipsoid. Since the
clear definition of the ellipsoid was not given in Carlacci
et aI.’Swork, 19here we strictly devise the ellipsoid in Figure 3. First, a referential ellipsoid was constructed, whose
two focuses are just the two anchor atoms immediately
adjacent to the two terminals of loop ~gment, i.e., the
carbonyl carbon atom C adjacent to the N-terminal and
the nitrogen atom N- to the C-terminal. The sum of the
distances of any point on the ellipsoid surface to the two
focuses should be a constant, and here it is set to the
main-chain length of the stretched loop segment. Therefore, the ellipsoidal surface is approximately the outermost position that the main-chain atoms of the loop segment can reach. To correctly estimate the number of
environmental atoms possible that clash with the mainchain atoms, the ellipsoidal volume should expand outside a specified distance DC, which is the distance that
two atoms start to clash, i.e., the sum of the van der
Waals radii of two atoms. Likewiw, one more expansion
of a proper value D, for the space of the loop side chain
was necessary. Then finally, a new ellipsoid was used to
approximate the local region of the environment, whose
intercepts in the three axes of the Cartesian coordinate
system each has an increment of DC+ D, to the referential ellipsoid. The advantage of using an ellipsoid to define the local region is the ease ofjudging whether a protein atom falls into the local region: if the distance sum
of this atom to the two focuses of the ellipsoid is longer
than the specitied distance constant for the surface point
of the ellipsoid, the atom will be undoubtedly outside of
the local region. The focuses of the new ellipsoid are F’c
and FN shown in Figure 3. In the simulation, we only
need calculate the interaction inside of the ellipsoid local
region to evaluate the influence of the environment.

Grid-Mapping
Method. 1n order to further increase
the computing speed, we developed a grid-mapping
method to accelerate the calculation of the environmental interactions. First, we generated a cuboid that could
exactly include the van der Waals volume of the whole
fixed protein part. The cuboid was divided into a large
number of small cubes with a grid size Dg, an example of
which was shown in the center of Figure 3 drawn in
heavy lines. Randomly putting an atom inside of the
cube, we can see that any other atoms that possibly clash
with this atom should locate at least within the outside
polyhedron. The figure only shows the upright part of the
polyhedron facing the reader for an easy view; the rest
can be deduced based on symmetry. In our program, we
recorded the bulk protein atoms that possibly clash with
every cube in a special array, i.e., the bulk protein atoms
were mapped onto every cube. To evaluate the interaction of a flexible loop atom with the bulk protein environment, we onIy need to determine, first of all, which
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protein BPTI, estimated to be 14-18 ~3 per atom by
means of dividing the total atom number of BPTI ( 454)
into its whole volume, Consequently, the number of environmental atoms is about tbe same as the number of
atoms in a loop segment, and even less in case of long
loops. The real number of environmental atoms is actually smaller than the estimated value of 24, because the
cubes in which the loop atoms are possibly located are
around or outside of the protein surface and hence do
not have many environmental
atoms concomitant.
Therefore. the huge amount of computing effort for evaluating the environmental interaction can be reduced
dramatically.

MCSA Algorithm

b

D~

FIGURE 3 Methods to accelerate the calculation of
the environmental interaction. ( a ) Local region method
and ( b ) grid-mapping method. D<, D,, and DXare double
of van der Waals radii of sulfur atom. side-chain length,
and grid size, F( . F~ and F<), Ph are the focuses of the
referential ellipsoid and the local region ellipsoid, respectively.

cube it locates in. then calculate the energy of this atom
to all the environmental atoms mapped onto this cube.
The grid-mapping method can determine all the possible nonbonded atoms around a loop atom definitely,
without the defect of tbe local region method of ignoring
some of the possible environmental atoms. The grid size
can be scaled to decrease the polyhedron volume, and
consequently to reduce tbe number of environment
atoms wherein. The volume of the polyhedron in Figure
3 can be represented as

In a MCSA run. all the protein atoms except the loop
atoms were kept fixed in the same coordinates as in the
crystal structure. The method to generate initial conformation of the loop segment has been described in the
previous section. All the variable torsion angles, including main chain @,$ angles and side-chain x angles, were
set to 180° with tbe exception of the o angle of proline,
which was fixed at 75” during the simulation. Conformations were sampled by randomly selecting one of the
variable torsion angles and assigning a new value between – 18(Yand + 180”. Main-chain w angles were kept
to be 180° during the simulation. Tbe total energy of the
new conformation, which consists of the nonbonded
soft-sphere energy and the terminal constrained energy.
was evaluated in each step and compared to the prior
one: then the new conformation was either accepted or
rejected based on the Metropolis criteria. 3*A cycle was
completed after a specified number of conformations are
searched. The number was set to 100 times the number
of variable torsion angles. The accepting rate of each cycle was equal to the number of accepted conformation
divided by the total confirmational search number. The
simulation starts from a high temperature where a high
accepting rate ( 80’%in our work) can be achieved, and
the temperature was lowered at the end of each cycle by
multiplying a scale factor of O.83. When the temperature
dropped to a value near zero, or when the simulation run
a specified number of cycles, the simulation was terminated. Tbe uniform random number generator GGL4°
based on a linear congruential method was adopted in
our MCSA. The whole algorithm was implemented in
C++ code.

Simulation Procedures
The grid size. on the other hand, cannot be too small.
Otherwise, too many grids will cause the computer memory overflow. Thus, a trade-off needs to be made based
on the local bardware situation. In our simulation, it was
set to I ~: then the volume is 340 ~ 3 for BPTI, which at
most can hold about 24 atoms for the atomic density of

The protein structure of BPT1 ( PDB code 4PTI ) from
the PDB was chosen as an example in the simulation.
which is also the most frequently used protein structure
in testing loop modeling methods. The same segments as
calculated by Carlacci and Englander ‘“ were used here,
i.e., loops of LPI(12–16),
LP2( II-17) and LP3(1018) and a-helix of LP4(46-50), &strand of LP5( 16-
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20), the numbers in parentheses indicating residue sequential numbers. In order to remove bad contacts and
to compare the calculated result with the crystal structure, first the crystal structure of 4PTI was optimized
with 200 steps of steepest descents (SD), 200 steps of
conjugate gradient ( CONJ ), and 800 steps of Adopted
Basis Newton-Raphson
( ABNR ) method successively

using CHARMm (QUANTA 4.0)4’ with polar hydrogens. Since it is hard to give a precise dielectric constant for the surface part of proteins, we set it to the value
in vacuum, i.e., one unit, for simplicity. The energy coefficient in the soft-sphere potential and the constrained
potential are 10 and 100 kcal / ( mole atom ~ 2), respectively. The computer we used was SGl lndy/ R4400 with
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FIGURE 4 CHARMm energy vs RMSD from crystal structure for the conformations generated by the local region method. There is one data point out of the figure range in LPI and
LP3 respectively because of its high energy and therefore is not shown here.
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Table I

RMSDs from Crystal Structure of the Predicted Conformations for the Five Loops in BPTI (~)
Backbonea

All atoms

Conformation

Lowest RMSD
Conformation

Lowest Energy
Conformation

Lowest RMSD
Conformation

Lh

Gc

Lh

G“

Lh

G’

Lb

G

0.15
0.84
0.93
0.80
0.73

0.06
0.84
0.93
0.88
0.26

0.06
0.45
0.93
0,14
0.15

0.04
0.70
0.93
0.06
0.12

0.53
1.90
2.34
2.62
1.23

0.34
1,90
2.34
1.96
1.95

0.25
1.78
2.34
1.45
1.15

0.34
1.78
2.34
i.54
1.02

Lowest Energy

Loop
Segment

LP1 (12-16)
Lp~(ll-17)
LP3(I()-18)
LP4 (46-50]
LP5 ( 16-20)

“ Including main chwn a~om N. Ca, C. and 0,
“ RCSUII of the local region method.
‘ Result of’the grid-mapping mc(hod.

174 MHZ 1P22 processor, 48 megabytes main memory
and operating system of IRIX5.3.
With each accelerating method (local region and grid
mapping ), 100 candidate conformations were generated
by the MC’SA program for every loop. Those conformations were then optimized with 400 steps of the SD. CONJ,
and ABNR method successively using CHARMm. During
the minimization. all protein atoms exceptthe loop atoms

are kept tixed in their cIYstal position: therefore, the
CHARMm energyconsistsof the energy inside of the loop
segment and the energy between the loop segment and its
environment.

RESULTS
What we are mostly concerned are, first of all,
whether we can get near-native conformations and

10

\

select them with a proper criteria; second, whether
we can obtain the results with high speed and efficiency.
Modeling Precision
We calculated therms deviations ( RMSDS) of the
100 generated conformations from the crystal
structure for every loop and correlated them with
their CHARMm energies. The result of the local
region method is displayed in Figure 4. It can be
seen that there is a large number of conformations
reaching a high precision to the crystal structures,
for example, the RMSDS from the crystal structure
of many of them are even below O.1 ~ for 5-residue
loops. It was shown in Table 1 that all the lowest
energy and lowest RMSD conformations have
RMSDS from the crystal structure below 1 ~, and
those generated by the grid-mapping method are
slightly better than those by the local region
method in most cases.
Although it was thought that the empirical energy was not a very good criteria in judging the correctness of loop folding and some improved free
energy functions have been suggested, 4Zwe still use
it in our work with a moderate success (shown in
Figure 4 and Table I); worlhy of mention is the
correct selection of the lowest backbone RMSD
conformation of 0.93 ~ for the longest 9-residue
loop LP3. The simulated conformation and the
crystal structure of LP3 are displayed in Figure 5.

\

FIGURE 5 The structure of the longest 9-residue loop
LP3. Light line is the simulated conformation with
RMSD of O.93 ~ and the heavy line is the crystal structure.

Speed of the Program
In the local region method, the volume of the ellipsoid depends on two variables: D, and D,. In the
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Table 11 The Number of Atoms in Local Regions (when D. and D, in Figure 3 are 3.6 and 3 ~, respectively)
Segment

LP 1

LP2

LP3

LP4

LP5

Loop

31
208

49
343

69
377

37
336

43
191

Environment

simulation,

De was set to be double the van der

Waals radius of sulfur atom, i.e., 3.6 ~, and the
side-chain expanding D, was set to a tentative value
3 ~, which is only proper for short and middlelength side chains. The numbers of the environmental atoms within the local region for the five100P segments range from 191 to 377 (shown in
Table II), which are similar to those in Ref. 19. The
data suggest that the method can only save a limited amount of computing time, i.e., about half of
a plain method or less, because totally we have
around 400 bulk protein atoms. In case of the longest 9-residue loop, almost all of them were included; thus very limited computational
time
could be saved with the local region method. We
can reduce the number of the environmental
atoms by decreasing the value of D, to contract the
size of the ellipsoid; but actually, even the original
for most residues
value of 3 ~ is not big enough
with long or even middle side chains. Therefore,
the local region method worked not so successfully
as we hoped.
The grid-mapping method, however, worked
very successfully, as demonstrated by the dramatic
reduction of the program running time shown in
Table HI. Actually, the grid-mapping method cost
less than one-tenth time as much as the local region
method.
The step of optimization with CHARMm costs
around 1-2 min for each conformation, which can
generally decrease 1-2 ~ of the RMSD value.
DISCUSSION
The MCSA method based on the soft-sphere potential was demonstrated to be quite efficient in

loop modeling, which suggests that the stenc constraint and the geometric constraint are the most
important factors for the correct orientation of protein loops. More explicit potential could be used at
the final step as the tool of refinement.
Comparing the results here to the previous reference, we found that all the lowest energy RMSDS
are better than those in Ref. 19, and some of them
are nearly 1 ~ lower than those in the reference.
But this comparison is not stringent enough because of the different regulation strategy of the initial crystal structure in the two studies.
The local region method based on the commonly used distance cutoff technique was not very
successful in accelerating the computation of environmental interactions, while the grid-mapping
method could dramatically reduce the time. In the
grid-mapping method, although the grid size could
be reduced even smaller than its present value of 1
~ if a computer with a larger memory were available, no obvious increasing of the computational
speed might be expected, because the time for calculating the interactions within the loop segment
already is comparable to the time for calculating
the environmental interactions when the grid size
was 1 ~, i.e., the key to influence the computational time is no longer only the interactions from
the environment.
Starting from the same set of random numbers,
in most cases with two accelerating methods we got
the same resultant conformations, especially in
long loops, as seen in Table IV. There are two extreme cases in the table: LP3 and LP5. In the former, almost all resultant conformations are the
same in two methods ( 96’%0
), while none is the
same in the latter. This can be explained by the size

Table 111 Typical Running Time of a Single MCSA Procedure
Running Time (rein)

Loop Segment
LPI
LP2
LP3

Residue/Torsion Angle Number
5/14
7/24
9/32

Local Region Method
18
93
I 50

Grid-Mapping
1-2
5
12

Method

A4uMing Protein Loops
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Table IV Comparison of the RMSDS from Crystal Structure of the 100 Conformations Generated by the Two
Accelerating Methods Based on the Same Series of Random Seeds

RMSD Comparison
=

LPI

LP2

LP3

LP4

LP5

44
30
?6

84
9
7

96
1
3

70
17
13

()
51
49

:1

>’
<c
“ The

number
otconformations
having [he same RMSDS in IWOmethods.
h The number of conformations having the larger RMSDS in the Ioeal region method than in the grid-mapping method.
ha, ing the smaller RMSDS in the local region method than in the grid-mapping method.
CThe number of conformations

of the local regions. 11was shown in Table 11that
the local region of LP3 is so large that almost all the
bulk protein atoms were included. Therefore, the
resultant conformations calculated by the local region method are mostly the same as those by the
grid-mapping method. In case of LP5, the number
of the environmental atoms in the local region is
quite low, making the energy hypersurface in the
different
from the
local region method obviously
real one in the grid-mapping method. In most
loops, the conformations generated by the local region method have larger RMSDS more often than
those by the grid-mapping method. as shown in Table IV. An exception is LP3, for which we generated two more near-native conformations by the
local region method than by the grid-mapping
method. But so few data points (4 ) cannot assure
a statistical conclusion. Then, generally, the gridmapping method can have a higher accuracy than
the local region method, because it determines the
environment of loop atoms, definitely avoiding the

,

,

1

necessary approximation adopted in the local region method.
Similar to the previous work, the empirical energy function cannot always successfully select the
lowest RMSD conformation. But in our work. the
lowest energy conformations are very close to the
lowest RMSD conformations in all cases, which
proved that. as a quite useful tool, the empirical
energy function still can be effectively used in judging the correctness of the fold of local segments.
Finally, we can see from Figure 6 that the relation between the computational time of the MCSA
program
number

with

the grid-mapping

of torsion

angles

method

and

can be approximately

the
fit-

cubic curve, while in the systematic algorithm the relation is the function of e“, where n
is the system size. Therefore, the advantage of the
Monte Carlo method in solving the combinatorial
problems makes possible the use of modeling of
even longer loops or multiple loops in the near future. Furthermore, more fast and efficient computations could be achieved if more advanced versions of MCSA algorithms in Refs. 20 and 23 were
adopted.
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Y=10-4[5.56x3-103x2+1350x)

IV(XC.We have uploaded the source code of our program
in the anonymous FTP server of Institute of Physical
Chemistry ( IPC ) of Peking University to make our methcd
easily to be reproduced by others. The server address is:
ftp.ipe.pku,edu .cn., with path: /pub/ upload /lpsa/.
0
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Torsion

20
angle
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number

FIGURE 6 The correlation between the running time
and the number of the variable torsion angles of the
MC’SAprogram with grid-mapping method.
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